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TAVES Consumer
Electronics Show Preview

TAVES Is Canada’s Premiere Event For Showcasing Technology,
Innovation and The Latest Consumer Electronics Trends
Suave Kajko
This October 31st to November
2nd, the TAVES Consumer Electronics Show is set to become the
ultimate event for Canadians who
are passionate about technology.
The show will astound visitors with
the latest and greatest technology,
home audio, home theatre, electronics gadgets, digital photography,
and a preview of many prototype
products not yet available for purchase. New for 2014, the show will
feature a “New Technology Arena”,
the “Jolt Art Gallery”, a “Digital
Photography / Imaging” area as
well as a dedicated “Headphone /
Portable Audio” section. Hosted at
a brand new venue - the Sheraton
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Centre Hotel, in downtown Toronto
- the show floor will greatly expand
this year, featuring a significantly
larger number of exhibitors than
ever before who will showcase
many previously unseen product
categories. As the trend continues
for consumers to purchase an increasing number of products online,
TAVES is the definitive place to see
these products with your own eyes
- especially since many of these
products are not even available at
brick-and-mortar stores.
Introduced for the first time in
2014, the “New Technology Arena”
will enable visitors to see groundbreaking technology products and
prototypes - many funded by Kickstarter and Indigogo crowd-funding

campaigns. This portion of TAVES
will showcase innovative, futuristic
technology products that consumers
only ever read about online. Spearheading this new section will be a
holographic display company from
Montreal called Moon Media. Yes,
you read that correctly, holographic displays are coming to TAVES
this year! Our long-time dreams
of playing ‘holochess’, just like
Chewbacca and C3PO did aboard
the Millennium Falcon, aren’t as
far away as you might think. Moon
Media is actually bringing much
more than this to the show, but we
don’t want to spoil all the surprises. Some of the other highlights of
this section will include 3D printers, 3D replicators, an Oculus Rift
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virtual reality area with prototype
video games being shown, the Tesla
full-electric vehicle and even mind
control devices that let you control
your smartphone and tablet just by
thinking about it. The Oculus Rift
is bound to be a huge hit with technology and video game fans. This
is one of the first times anyone will
have the chance to experience firsthand what the media and insiders
have been raving about for months.
If you’ve ever wondered what the
future looks like, the “New Technology Arena” at TAVES is something you simply can’t miss!
Also brand new for 2014 is the
“Jolt! Art Gallery”, presented and
curated by OCAD U, York University, Centennial College and
the Brockton Collective. The gallery will feature over 120 original
pieces of artwork from top local
artists, spread throughout the entire
TAVES show floor, and draw a connection between consumer electronic designs and various forms of art.
All of the artwork will be available
for purchase at the show. A pho-
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tography competition between students from the presenting schools
will be held prior to the show using
Sony cameras. The winning photographs will be displayed at TAVES
on Sony’s 4K UltraHD TVs in their
full glory. And if all of this wasn’t
enough, TAVES will also include
a “Body Painting To Music” area,
where visitors 19+ will be able to
look at live body painting, inspired
by music. This section will feature
a talented local artist named MagicFinnga Wong (www.magicfinngawong.ca). Wong will perform live
painting on various canvasses, body
painting as well as mural painting,
in this special section of TAVES.
The audience will be able to interact and paint together with Wong on
certain canvasses. The atmosphere
inside this room will be enhanced
by a live DJ and body painted models. This “Body Painting To Music”
area will present rare and exciting
photo opportunities for all TAVES
visitors who bring their cameras to
the show.
Another new addition to TAVES

2014 is the “Digital Photography /
Imaging” area, where visitors will
be able to discover some of the latest digital photography products
and accessories, and speak to experts about brands including Sony,
Canon and Nikon. Since TAVES
will connect many of the consumer
electronics categories this year and
show you how they integrate together, this will be your chance to
see how incredibly sharp and detailed images taken by a high quality camera look on a gorgeous big
screen 4K UltraHD TV. Numerous
free digital photography seminars
will be offered to show visitors, focusing on how to choose the best
camera for your needs and how to
improve your photo taking skills.
TAVES encourages all visitors to
bring their own camera to the show
and take pictures!
Rounding out the new additions
to TAVES this year will be a dedicated “Headphone / Portable Audio”
section. Inside this section, visitors will be able to discover what
it means to listen to their portable

TAVES2014 Show Highlights
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Explore a show floor of
nearly 300 brands of consumer electronics products
Enjoy a great selection of
free seminars - covering
topics of audio, video and
digital photography
New Technology Arena
(3D Printing, Replicating,
Oculus Rift, Tesla, Mind
Control Devices + more)
Jolt! Art Gallery curated by
OCAD U, York University,
Centennial College and the
Brockton Collective
Body Painting Area with
Music
Dedicated Digital Photography Area
Dedicated Portable Audio /
Headphone section
Meet distinguished tech expert Marc Saltzman
and So Much More!
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This “Miles Davis” painting, courtesy of Gayle Ginn, will be one of many pieces of art displayed at the Jolt
Art Gallery this year. Paintings from this collection will be available for purchase inside the Carleton suite at
TAVES.
devices, like smart phones and tablets, through a higher quality pair
of headphones or earphones. With
dozens of different headphones to
try, we encourage music lovers to
try their own portable devices loaded with music.
As visitors have come to expect
from past editions of TAVES, this
year’s show will showcase the latest and greatest innovations in audio technology, home theatre and
television that let you experience
the full glory of music, movies and
video gaming. TAVES is specifically designed to give consumers a
sneak peak at the hottest products
coming out for the holiday season
and many product that won’t be hitting store shelves until the new year.
This year’s show will offer the largest-to-date show floor, spanning
four floors of the Sheraton hotel,
where products from many of the
major brands will be demonstrated.
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In addition to visual entertainment,
many high quality audio brands
that are well known among true
music lovers will be demonstrated
from companies including: Sony,
Bryston, Paradigm, Anthem, NAD
Electronics, ARCAM, Mark Levinson, Monitor Audio, Cambridge
Audio, Focal Speakers and SVS
Sound. We are delighted that Sonic
Boom, one of Canada’s largest music retailers, will be participating
for the first time at TAVES - offering a high quality selection of new
and previously enjoyed LPs, CDs
as well as accessories.
Retailer Canada Computers will
also play a big role in this year’s
TAVES, showcasing cutting edge
innovations such as LG’s surprisingly affordable OLED curved
screen TVs, a car racing game
simulator frame that immerses the
player with a panoramic view of
three screens, Canon and Nikon

digital cameras, as well as all
sorts of other amazing audio and
video products.
TAVES offers visitors insight
from some of the best tech gurus
in the business including broadcaster Marc Saltzman who will be
delivering a seminar on the “Top
10 Tech Trends Worth Getting Excited About”. Other seminars from
industry experts will showcase the
latest ideas and technologies for
wireless integration from mobile
devices; and home theatre that will
let you take your favourite mobile
experience and integrate it seamlessly into a state of the art home
theatre environment.
For more information about
TAVES or to purchase tickets,
please visit www.taveshow.com.
Tickets are $22 for a one-day
pass and $30 for a three-day pass.
TAVES runs from Friday, October
31st to Sunday, November 2nd.
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The IMAX Private Theatre … WOW, just WOW!

Bob Jones
Let’s assume that you have been
a good little boy or girl over most
of your history. And we are not
talking just good, we’re talking
serious good! We’re talking major philanthropy. We’re talking
helping elderly people across the
street. We’re talking no swearing,
ever. We’re talking about selfless
heroism. And you’d better be able
to prove it. I mean provide some
serious evidence, like an affidavit,
a note from your parents or gold
stars (yeah that’s right, stars is plural) from your elementary school
teachers.
So when Santa asks, “What do
you want for Christmas?” your response should be: “An IMAX Private Theatre!”
Why an IMAX Private Theatre
(IPT)? Well aside from the obvious
enjoyment it would provide, it is
one of the rarest things in the world.
Rarer than a LottoMax $50M winner, rarer than owning a McLaren
P1 GTR sports car and even rarer
than sipping a 1907 Heidsieck
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champagne (Google it, it’s an interesting story).
As of today, there is only one IPT
and it’s located in the home of a well
known Hollywood actor / producer.
Has he been a good boy? We’ll I
am not sure we will ever know, but
he has one other asset that is key in
acquiring an IPT … at least $2.25
Million in cash.
It also helps if you know Larry
O’Reilly (President, IMAX Worldwide Sales) and Sarah Hasnoo
(Sales Manager, IMAX Theatre
Development) whom I would like
to thank for spending some time
with me and providing me with the
inside scoop on IMAX and the IPT.
CANADA HiFi published my first
article on IMAX and the IMAX Private Theatre back in the June / July
2014 issue. That article focused on
the company’s history and evolution and finished with an introduction of the IMAX Private Theatre
(IPT). At that time the IPT was just
a design waiting to happen.
The IMAX Private Theatre is now
a reality with the first installation
completed in Beverly Hills in De-

cember 2013. After seeing his new
theatre for the first time, the celebrity owner was wide eyed and simply wowed! I don’t know for sure
whether Hollywood stars are often
at a loss for words, but it is clear
that the IMAX Private Theatre
must be impressive to elicit such a
simple, yet telling response.
Before we delve into the IPT’s
first installation and where the IPT
product is going, let’s do a quick recap on IMAX.
Quick Recap of IMAX
The IMAX Corporation (founded
in Canada) has two primary lines
of business - IMAX commercial
theatre systems and digitally remastering films that play in its
commercial theatres (IMAX DMR).
The first CANADA HiFi article
on IMAX entitled: “Lights, Camera, Action … IMAX” (June / July
2014) went into some detail on
these businesses, so I would recommend it as a good refresher read.
Both of these businesses are important to the IMAX Private Theatre because the commercial theatre
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IMAXprivatetheatre
design and technology was the genesis of the IPT and the IMAX DMR
films represent the high end content
that really makes the IPT sing.
The IMAX DMR films are shot
with IMAX cameras taking advantage of the unique dimensions of
the larger IMAX aspect ratio for
improved clarity and fidelity. They
also utilize the IMAX dual digital
4K projector system and the IMAX
surround sound processing / custom
7.2 IMAX speaker system to create
an amazing immersive experience.
IMAX market research has shown
that hundreds of millions of people
around the world have heard the
brand name IMAX. This research
further shows that consumers generally perceive the IMAX brand
promises a cinematic experience
like no other, and conjures up
powerful associations of high quality, entertaining and enriching ¿rstperson experiences for the whole
family.
A key conclusion from my earlier
article is that home theatre enthusiasts should keep an eye on IMAX,
not only for its growing contribution to high quality films, but perhaps, more importantly, to see how
the trickle down from the commercial market into the high-end consumer home market will impact the
technologies of our own home theatre systems over time.
IMAX Private Theatre: The Target Market
It’s no secret that the IMAX Private Theatre is targeted at the uber
wealthy. After all, the price tag is
$2.25 Million for the IMAX design,
equipment and installation support.
One also has to build the theatre
shell and furnish it, including the
seats, lighting, floor and wall coverings and so on. The price can
increase up to $3.0 Million. Like
the first IMAX IPT ad said; “Everyone has experienced it, but few will
own it”.
As mentioned above, the core
IMAX businesses are deploying
IMAX theatres around the globe
and licensing IMAX technology to
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film makers for the creation and re- for 2013, 2014 and the early portion
mastering of blockbuster and docu- of 2015 has been and will continue
mentary films.
in the traditional home market of
With the recent release of Teen- North America, to firm up the deage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and with sign and work out any of the prodThe Equalizer and Dracula Untold uct bugs.
coming out soon, IMAX has had a
IMAX intends to install an estihand in more than 225 blockbuster mated 10 new IPTs per year for the
movies and more than 300 excep- foreseeable future. And the focus
tional documentaries. 2013 also of the IPT marketing effort will
marked a year during which IMAX expand to include the international
digitally re-mastered films in local markets, particularly those of Ruslanguages around the world, with sia, Europe and the Middle East.
nine new films; five in China and
Let’s shift to the actual IPT and
one each in Japan, Russia, France the first installation and then follow
and India. And so far in 2014, four up with what’s new for the IPT and
new Chinese language IMAX films IMAX in general.
have been released.
On the commercial theatre side, The First IMAX Private Theatre
as of June 30, 2014, IMAX had Installation
installed 868 theatres around the The IMAX Private Theatre System
globe and had a backlog of new or includes:
refurbishment theatre orders in ex- • IMAX DMR (Digital Re-Mastercess of 400, an almost 50% higher ing) movie conversion technology,
backlog than last year. IMAX cur- which results in higher image and
rently has the ability to install ap- sound fidelity than conventional
proximately 120 new theatres per cinema experiences;
year, so the current backlog repre- • advanced, high-resolution dual 4K
sents over three years of business projectors with specialized equipactivity. IMAX currently estimates ment and automated theatre control
that there is room for at least an- systems, which generate signifiother 1,000 commercial theatres cantly more contrast and brightness
around the world.
than conventional theatre systems;
Although the bulk of IMAX the- • large screens with a complex comatres are in the US, there are instal- pound curvature and proprietary
lations in 59 countries, with China theatre geometry, which result in a
being the major focus of growth substantially larger field of view so
over the last few years reaching 160 that the screen extends to the edge
theatres installed this year.
of a viewer’s peripheral vision and
The IMAX Private Theatre focus creates more realistic images;

This is the actual plaque that was installed on the outside of the first IMAX
Private Theatre (IPT) in Beverly Hills (December 2013).
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• sound system components, which deliver
more expansive sound imagery and pinpointed origination of sound to any specific spot in an IMAX theatre;
• specialized theatre acoustics, which result in a four-fold reduction in background
noise, and
• remote real-time monitoring for maintaining peak performance.
Together these components cause audiences to feel as if they are a part of the
on-screen action, creating a more intense,
immersive and exciting experience than in
a traditional home theatre.
The room measurements of the first IPT
installed are 38.4 feet wide by 40.4 feet
long by 15.7 feet high, and it can “comfortably” seat 40 people. The following
image shows the seating configuration
along with the custom lighting system that
can change colours via remote control.

The IPT incorporates the standard dual
digital 4K projectors positioned in a projector room behind the rear wall of the
theatre. The images from the two projectors are combined via a patented mirror
system to enable 3D projection and also
to ensure the high lumen light output required to provide sufficient contrast and
brightness (see www.IMAXprivatetheatre.
com for more detailed specifications).
The IMAX Private Theatre uses the same
technology the company uses in commercial multiplexes: a curved floor-to-ceiling,
wall-to-wall screen; a high-resolution,
dual-projection system that can handle
2-D and 3-D formats; and an audio system
with laser-aligned loudspeakers and microphones that perform daily calibrations
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to ensure perfect sound. It is modeled after pect of the IMAX Private Theatre – from
the private and relatively small screening IMAX’s renowned projection and sound
room IMAX built in Santa Monica, Cali- technology to the room acoustics and thefornia, for filmmakers to see their movies atre geometry – work as a fully integrated
in the format before the public release.
solution that IMAX optimizes specifically
IMAX recently signed an agreement for your home.
with startup Prima Cinema to make seFurthermore, there is great attention to
lect first-run films in the IMAX format custom detail when IMAX creates the
available to customers on the same day optimal viewing environment by engithey come out. Prima electronically de- neering the room’s shape and seating
livers first-run studio movies to private placement to fully exploit the features of
screening rooms for about $500 each. The the legendary IMAX screen. The screen,
Prima Cinema movie server system costs which is curved and spans from floor to
approximately $35,000. Although the ceiling and wall to wall, results in a full
Prima Cinema system can be used for any panoramic view that fills your peripheral
home theatre, only the IPT can leverage vision more than any other cinematic exthe benefits of the IMAX DMR films in perience, giving you the feeling that you
their original format. The Prima system are part of the action.
for non-IPT home theatres, actually stores
a modified version of the IMAX film that The IPT Installation And Support
is suitable for more typical home theatre Process
environments.
As I am sure you can appreciate, the instalOne of the key at- lation process is pretty involved and goes
tractions of the IMAX through the following steps:
Private Theatre is • The homeowner’s architect and local
that it is designed as IMAX distribution / support representaa complete and inte- tive (typically a local technology / home
grated system, rather theatre consultant) meet with the Missisthan a number of dis- sauga-based IMAX design team to deterparate components as- mine the room dimensions and charactersembled in a room as istics based on the desired number of seats
is often the case with and the owner’s house layout.
many home theatre • Then a custom design is created by the
systems. Every as- IMAX team, including the IMAX propri-

The above image shows a view of the IMAX compound curvature screen in the first
IMAX Private Theatre installation measuring in at 24.2 feet wide by13.3 feet high.
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This first IMAX Private Theatre was a replacement of a relatively recent Asian made
4K projection system. To re-iterate, when asked about the performance of the IPT the
proud new owner was quoted as saying; “WOW … just WOW!”

is named “Le Palais Royale”. The house
is currently for sale and listed for $139
Million, the most expensive residential
real estate listing in the USA.
Construction details for Le Palais Royale
are nearing completion and the theatre
is currently in the design stage, with a
“working plan” for 17 seats and a screen
size of 22.5 feet wide by 13.0 feet high.
Installation completion for the theatre is
scheduled for January 2015.
The IMAX IPT Team has also received
a number of requests for full IPT theatres
in smaller high-rise situations. So the
team is currently working on a design that
can be accommodated within in a 12 foot
height limitation, without compromising
the IPT standards of performance. It will
utilize all of the same IMAX projection
and sound technologies but with a smaller
screen size of 18 feet wide by 10 feet high,
in a room size of 30 feet long by 22.5 feet
wide. This smaller theatre size will accommodate 15 people.
While the strategy for the IPT is to look
for opportunities in markets like Russia,
Europe and the Middle East, new configuration opportunities are currently being
explored for IMAX Private Theatres in
exclusive multi-dwelling condominiums
in the USA.
IMAX is also currently in negotiations
with an international yacht manufacturer
to install IPTs in very exclusive high end
yachts.
So it appears that the demand for the
IMAX Private Theatre is alive and growing, and over time will become a significant part of the IMAX portfolio.
Finally, let’s take a look at other initiatives on the go at IMAX that will impact
the IPT product and should be of interest
to home theatre enthusiasts.

etary dual digital 4K projection system
This rigorous installation and support
and the 7.2 audio system (IMAX manu- process for the IPT (modeled after the
factures its own proprietary speakers, sur- IMAX commercial theatre processes) is
round systems and amplifiers including also one of the key differentiators for IPT
some components from third party suppli- customer satisfaction.
ers). The key is that it is engineered as a
fully integrated system based on the situ- What’s Next for the IMAX Private
Theatre?
ational demands.
• The IMAX team then provides a final de- IMAX completed the first IPT installation
sign for approval and works hand in hand to rave reviews in Beverly Hills, Califorwith the local IMAX homeowners archi- nia in December 2013. Since then, seven
tect on the deployment plan.
more theatres have been sold; three in
• Although IMAX does not perform the California (in addition to the original inactual theatre construction, every phase stallation), one in Arizona, two in Florida
of this activity is supervised by the IMAX and one in India, totaling eight in all. And
so as not to be like the shoe cobbler’s chilteam to ensure proper quality control.
• Once the theatre shell, racks and cabling dren, IMAX also has plans to install a full
requirements are completed, the IMAX IPT at its headquarters facilities in MissisWhat Else is Going On At IMAX?
team then installs all of the IMAX tech- sauga.
nology (with the involvement of the
The second IPT which is underway will
IMAX local representative) and tunes it be installed in Bel Air, California by the New Laser-Based Projection System
end of 2014. It will be a 60 seat theatre As one of the world’s leaders in entertainas necessary.
• When all of the pieces are in place, a short using all of the standard IMAX IPT tech- ment technology, IMAX strives to remain
period of customer acceptance testing is nologies / components and a screen size at the forefront of advancements in cinperformed and then the IPT is ready for of 32 feet wide by 18 feet high … another ema technology. Accordingly, one of the
regular customer use.
“comfortable” home theatre.
company’s key short-term initiatives is
• An IMAX Network Operations Centre
The first IPT that was actually sold will the development of a next-generation la(NOC) has been established to provide be the third to be installed. The home is an ser-based digital projection system, which
24/7 monitoring and tuning support to en- 80,000 square foot mansion on four acres it plans to begin rolling out by the end of
sure real time optimum performance and of oceanside property in Hillsboro Beach, 2014. In order to develop the laser-based
Florida just north of Fort Lauderdale and digital projection system, IMAX obtained
very little downtime for IPT customers.
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XT stands for extreme, and for good reason. Our new Motion® XT speakers play louder,
lower, and with unflinching accuracy. Larger woofers and cabinets, paired with our
most accurate Folded Motion™ XT driver, deliver an engaging and encompassing
experience that cuts straight to the emotion locked inside your favorite recordings.
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Truth in Sound

IMAXprivatetheatre

“Le Palais Royale”, an 80,000 square foot mansion in Hillsboro Beach, Florida is among the first IMAX Private Theatre installations
exclusive rights to certain laser projection
technology and other technology with applicability in the digital cinema field from
Eastman Kodak Company (“Kodak”) in
2011 and entered a co-development arrangement with Barco N.V. to co-develop
a laser-based digital projection system
that incorporates the Kodak technology
in 2012. Furthermore, in the second quarter of 2014, the company announced an
agreement with Necsel IP, Inc. to be the
exclusive worldwide provider of specified lasers for IMAX’s laser projection
systems. The company believes that these
arrangements with Kodak, Barco and
Necsel will enable IMAX laser projectors
to present greater brightness and clarity,
a wider colour gamut and deeper blacks,
and consume less power and last longer
than existing digital technology. The company also believes that a laser projection
solution will be the first IMAX digital
projection system capable of illuminating
the largest screens in its network that are
currently using fully analog technology.
Other IMAX Home Theatre Initiatives
IMAX is undertaking new lines of business, particularly in the area of in-home
theatre entertainment. In 2013, the company announced two new initiatives in
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the area of in-home entertainment, including a joint venture with TCL Multimedia
Technology Holding Limited to design,
develop, manufacture and sell a premium
home theatre system that is smaller and
less expensive than the IMAX Private
Theatre. IMAX and TCL expect to launch
the new home theatre system, which will
incorporate components of IMAX’s projection and sound technology adapted for
a broader home environment as well as
PRIMA technology, in China and other select global markets in 2015. In April 2014,
IMAX, TCL and Wasu Digital TV media
group announced a joint-venture partnership whereby WASU will license and distribute IMAX-enhanced Hollywood and
Chinese current theatrical and other content to the new home theatre system.

Fund was committed to by a third party in
the amount of $25 Million, with the possibility of contributing additional funds.
IMAX, which will contribute $9 Million
to the Film Fund over five years, anticipates the Film Fund will be self-perpetuating, with a portion of box office proceeds
reinvested into the Film Fund to generate
a continuous, steady flow of high-quality
documentary content. Home theatre enthusiasts always love to see new content
for their systems and this fund will help to
keep that content flow going.
The Big Finish
Dear Santa,
I have been a very good boy all of my life.
I can even produce the gold stars to prove
it. Please call Larry and Sarah and make
this IMAX Private Theatre thing happen
for me.

New IMAX Original Film Fund
In the second quarter of 2014, the company announced the creation of the IMAX
Original Film Fund to co-finance a portfolio of 10 original large-format films. Regards, Bob Jones
The Film Fund, which is intended to be
capitalized with up to $50 Million, will fi- IMAX will be presenting more on the Prinance an ongoing supply of original films vate Theatre at the 2014 Toronto Audio
that IMAX believes will be more exciting Video Entertainment Show, October 31
and compelling than traditional documen- – November 2, 2014 (www.TAVEShow.
taries. The initial investment in the Film com). We hope to see you there.
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Respect for the original source.
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innovation and technology in loudspeaker manufacturing.
The new Prestige Series builds on this history by combining
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Upgrading an Audio System With
Nordost Norse 2 Heimdall 2 Cables
George de Sa
Heimdall (properly pronounced as “HYMdoll”) is the Old Norse god who vigilantly
guards Asgard, the heavenly realm of the
mighty Norse gods, including Odin and
Thor. If you’ve seen the Marvel Comics
Thor movie series, you’ll recall Heimdall
as the austere character that stands guard
on the rainbow bridge Bifröst. What does
this have to do with Nordost’s Heimdall 2
Cables, other than the name? Stay tuned,
I’ll come back to it.
Moving from mythology to fact, Nordost
has been around for over twenty years,
having its start in Massachusetts, U.S.A.
back in 1991. We recently did a special
feature article on Nordost and its products,
which was published in our June/July
2014 issue. If you haven’t read it, you can
easily find it in the Nordost section of our
website: www.canadahifi.com/nordost.
Nordost produces four series of cable
products, those being: Leif, Norse 2, Valhalla Reference and their flagship, the
Odin Supreme Reference series. In addition, there are also two other product families within their stable: the Sort Systems
vibration control product line the QRT
Power product line.
I’ve been experimenting with a few different cables in my system over the past
couple years and though I’ve heard Nordost cables in other systems many times, I
never had a chance to try them in my own
system. This summer, I was looking to
upgrade my two-channel reference music
system’s entire cable loom and decided
to try one of the lines within Nordost’s
Norse 2 Series, specifically the Heimdall
2. I’ll share my experiences with you but
first, let me introduce you to the Nordost
Norse 2 Series.
Norse 2 Series
The Norse 2 series sits second up from
Nordost’s entry-level Leif series and in
turn, contains three cable lines: Heimdall
2, Frey 2 and Tyr 2, in ascending order, in
terms of price and performance. Norse 2
was introduced in January 2012 and in-
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corporates much of the knowledge and
innovation that Nordost acquired in developing their Valhalla Reference and Odin
flagship cable series. Key to the Norse 2
series performance advantage is its proprietary Micro Mono-Filament construction;
pioneered in the Valhalla Reference series.
Micro Mono-Filament Construction
creates a virtual air dielectric complete
with an elegantly engineered suspension system. Why is this beneficial?
The best dielectric (least impinging) is a
pure vacuum; the next is air – both virtually impossible to achieve in any practical sense. Teflon, the trademarked name
for FEP (Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene)
is the next best dielectric. Micro Mono
Filament Technology involves winding a
FEP thread around the conductor, which
is then encased in an outer FEP jacket.
This results in the conductor contacting

the FEP only 20% of the time, while it remains in just air for the other 80%; a near
perfect situation that dramatically reduces
any negative effects on signal transfer.
The Micro Mono-Filament FEP Construction of Norse 2 is combined with very
high-quality materials; in this case, solidcore conductors of Oxygen Free Copper
(OFC) with 99.99999% purity and 60m
silver-plating, to ensure ultra-fast, lowloss signal transfer. In addition, Nordost
uses optimized conductor dimensions and
asymmetrical grounding topology to maximize the performance of Norse 2 cables.
These key Norse 2 features apply to all
three cable lines within the series, namely:
Heimdall 2, Frey 2 and Tyr 2. Heimdall
2, though the lowest line within Norse 2,
has the broadest set of product offerings,
including: analog interconnects, digital interconnects, speaker cables, head-
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nordostheimdall2
phone cables, an iKable, tonearm cables
and power cords. For the purposes of
this review Nordost provided me with a
complete loom of their Heimdall 2 cables
that included: a single pair of 4m speaker
cables with banana plugs ($2,709.99/pair),
a couple sets of 1m RCA & XLR interconnects ($939.99/pair), a 1.5m Heimdall
2 Digital S/PDIF BNC/RCA interconnect ($889.99/each), a couple 2m power
cords ($839.99/each) as well as a single
3m power cord ($1,049.99/each) to run
between a Nordost QRT QBASE QB8
power distribution unit ($1,399.99/each)
to the wall-plug of the dedicated circuit in
my listening room.
The Audition:
With all these cables at my disposal, where
was the best place to start? As mentioned
in the aforementioned Nordost section
on our website, Nordost suggests that the
best place to start upgrading cables is at
the start of the power chain and then following the signal path. Simply put, this
means beginning with the power cables
then power distribution, followed by interconnects before ending off with the
speaker cables. According to Nordost,
AC power distribution and grounding provides the greatest impact on performance.
I followed this approach in implementing
the Heimdall 2 cables in my system. A
point to note is that Nordost burnt in their
cables for me at the factory, so with a little
warm-up time, I was good to go.
My reference system includes the following: Simaudio Neo 350p preamplifier
(review forthcoming); Bryston 4B-SST2
amplifier; Rega Apollo CDP; MS-Vista
HP PC paired to a Squeeze Box Touch; Furutech ADL Esprit DAC; Goldring GR1.2
turntable with Pro-Ject Phonobox II SE
and quadral Aurum Montan VIII loudspeakers. Cables include: Kimber Kable
PBJ & Hero RCA interconnects; Kimber
Kable 8TC and 4PR speaker cables and; a
DH Labs D-750 digital-coax interconnect.
Power Cables:
We are all too familiar with the garden
hose thick, heavy, inflexible, tech-flex
covered variety of aftermarket power
cables that audiophiles seem drawn to; I
myself am not immune to associating bigger (in this case thicker) with better. The
Nordost Heimdall 2 power cord; however,
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takes a different path. Heimdall 2 power
cords are slender and limber specimens
that have a rather futuristic look - I could
easily picture them in a sci-fi flick (prop
departments take note!). As well, their vibrant red colour, smooth skin and slender
profile give them what I would refer to
as (and I might be alone here) an almost
edible candy-like appeal – those with
young children or a sweet tooth, beware.
The cables are terminated with substantial black plastic plugs that have visible
brass screws - reminiscent of commercial
grade plugs – though a step above in apparent refinement. I found that the plugs
fit very well, which gave me confidence
in their contact. Along with the standard
Norse 2 features mentioned above (i.e.
Micro Mono-Filament FEP Construction & solid-core, 99.99999% OFC with
60m silver-plating) the power cables
have the following specifications:
3 x 16 AWG conductors; 10pF/
ft capacitance; 4.0 Ohms per
1000ft/304M DC resistance; 15
Amp – power rating (termination dependent) and; a signal
propagation delay of 85% light
speed.
Following the suggested
implementation strategy, mentioned above, I first inserted
the power cables, replacing the
power cord on my CDP, preamp
and amp. I held-off on the QB8
power distribution bar, instead
plugging the power cords directly to my dedicated circuit
wall sockets. The result, quite
frankly, was a surprise that had me riveted. Spatial cues were enhanced, along
with micro dynamics. Before me was a
larger soundstage with increased image
size, along with richer tonal colour and
complexity. Listening to Shelby Lynne’s

sultry and impressively recorded album
Just A Little Lovin’ served to provide me
with deeper insight. The title track on this
album is amazing and I’ve become very
familiar with its subtleties. The opening
kick-drum always gets me and with the
Heimdall 2 power cables in place, the
dynamic impact, though having a familiar magnitude, was clearly faster on the
uptake, bringing with it a greater sense of
the drum skin and making the experience
that much more real. From another perspective, the opening cymbal strike came
across with greater extension but also
seemed to jump out from what I perceived
as a quieter background. Listening to the
tapping of the hi-hat, I was taken aback by
the abundance of harmonic complexity;
noticeably more consistency to its timely
clash. Shelby’s vocal style is enthralling
and with the Heimdall 2 power cords even
more so. There was a lovely smoothness to her vocalizations and with it came
greater warmth, without any compromise
in detail. When an instrument is rendered
with more intricacy, it gains expression
and this is exactly what I heard with the
bass guitar, while the lead guitar also revealed an extra level of micro-detail, increasing my engagement. All of this sat
within an imaged venue that was now
larger, more open – gaining depth and
even height, rising up in the upper corners.

Power Distribution:
Having experienced the improvements
wrought by introducing the Heimdall
2 power cables, I was ready to add the
Nordost QBASE QB8 power distribution
unit. The QB8 is impressively built with
a thick extruded aluminum enclosure akin
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to the faceplate of a hi-end component. It
is designed to provide a straight-line AC
distribution path via Nordost’s proprietary
star-earthed topology, which is meant to
ensure a clean ground. No filtering is applied so that the lowest AC-supply impedance can be achieved. One of the sockets
is marked “Primary Earth” and routes the
signal ground directly to the centre of the
star and the clean earth terminal. The enclosure, its metal and internal PCB, constitutes a single tuned component; structurally sound and resistant to mechanical
vibration. The QBASE is available with
four (QB4) or eight (QB8) 15A U.S. /Eu- ing) with the following specifications: 20
ropean outlets, while a UK version has six AWG, 75 Ohm impendence and signal
propagation of 88% the speed of light.
13A outlets.
To be honest, I expected the QB8 to be Connectors are high-quality gold-plated
a non-event given the dedicated circuit Neutrik BNC/RCA.
I inserted the 1.5m Heimdall 2 Digital
and the positive effects already realized
interconnect
between my Squeezebox
with the power cables - guess what? I
was wrong. With the QBASE QB8 ac- Touch player and ADL Esprit DAC. Recepting all the system power cords, I con- placing my DH Labs cable with the Heimnected it to the wall outlet via the longest dall 2 resulted in additional warmth and
of the Heimdall 2 power cords - which is smoothness. The treble no longer seemed
what Nordost recommends. What was the highlighted, while losing nothing in extenresult? A noteworthy increase in resolu- sion and detail. The flow of the music was
tion, greater focus, increased speed and enhanced, providing more genuineness.
additional delicacy but wait, there was Shelby’s voice too gained a share of this
more. Listening to the track “Just A Little warmth and smoothness but also sounded
Lovin’” now revealed more of the record- more dimensional, more embodied. I was
ing space, most evident in the clarity and also able to perceive more texture and hardegree of the echo around Shelby Lynne’s monic rightness in the brassy sound of the
voice. The soundstage wrapped around hi-hat and cymbals and their decay was
me in a holographic manner pushing out now further drawn-out. Overall, the preto the left and right and engulfing me in sentation was more relaxed, largely due to
the mix. Along with this was a greater an absence of hardness, exaggerated sibisense of placement and presence, Shelby lance or highlighting. In fact, I’ve heard
now sounded a little larger with a very soft less of an overall increase in performance
and natural silhouette. She was placed a when I’ve tried DAC’s of twice the price
little higher within the soundstage – giv- of the ADL Esprit in my system.
ing me the sense that was a little closer.
The natural sibilance of her signing was Analog Interconnects:
silky smooth, drawing no attention. Great The Heimdall 2 analog interconnects inspeed was evident in the rim shots, which corporate the standard Norse 2 features
clearly had more snap and greater dynam- and have the following specifications:
ics. And in the bass frequencies, I could 4 x 24 AWG, capacitance of 25pF/ft/ch,
hear some additional articulation. The impendence of 0.06ȝH/ft/ch, and propaQB8 seemed to take all that the power gation delay of 85% the speed of light.
Terminations are Neutrik XLR, Din or
cords had done and squeeze out more.
Nordost’s own proprietary MonnGlo RCA
connectors, which I found to be sturdy
Digital Interconnect:
and
secure.
The Heimdall 2 Digital coaxial interconI
first introduced the analog interconnect cable also incorporates the standard
nects
between the sources and the preamNorse 2 features (i.e. Micro Mono-Filament FEP Construction & solid-core, plifier, leaving the Kimber Hero RCA ca99.99999% OFC with 60m silver-plat- ble in place between the preamplifier and
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amplifier. The first thing I noticed was a
deeper soundstage – there was added clarity but also a greater sense of ease. The hihat now took on a very life-like presence
with added detail and now Shelby’s voice
was entrancingly real – more resolved
and more focused. Bass guitar was more
extended with another level of tightness
and agility that brought across its texture
in a new manner – now, not only was the
vibration of the strings easily audible at
the pluck but lucidly throughout the entire note, pluck to pluck. I found myself
thinking – this is no longer hearing, this
is feeling the music! Another surprise
was the effect this latest change had on
my awareness of my own quadral Aurum
Montan VIII loudspeakers, within my
room. Now, with the analog interconnects
in place, they had become imperceptible
but so had the presence of my own room.
This is not to say that I didn’t have great
soundstaging before but now, in comparison, it was on another level. Next, I added
the Nordost XLR analog interconnects
between the Simaudio preamp and my
Bryston amplifier. As a result, there was
an added delicacy and clarity to the treble,
greater bass control in the lowest regions
and a heighted sense of overall liquidity
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and integration across the spectrum. I
did compare these to my resident Kimber
Hero interconnects. On the track “Sexual
Healing” from the album 4 by Fourplay,
there was an appreciably greater soundstage with the Heimdall 2. The synthesized effects had greater buoyancy and
bell chimes were more extended, crisp
and delicate. Along with this, voices were
more effortlessly delivered and clearer.
The cymbals were no longer fizzy, having
better delineation between strikes, confirming the Heimdall 2’s speed proficiency and absence of overhang. Bass guitar
rendering gained improvement, sounding
tighter and more extended in the low frequencies, while also more articulate and
tuneful.
Loudspeaker Cables:
The Heimdall 2 loudspeaker cables have
a unique appearance – flat and ribbon like,
with an iridescent quality that gives them
delicacy and style. They are very light
and also very flexible and can be fitted
with either Nordost’s own banana plugs
or spades. The set I had sported bananas,

which I found to fit extremely snugly into
both my speakers and amplifier posts –
leaving me with no concerns about them
slipping out. As with all the Heimdall 2
cables, the standard Norse 2 features apply with the following specifications: 18
x 22 AWG silver-plated solid-core OFC,
capacitance of 9.8pF/ft, inductance of
0.14uH/ft, propagation of 96% the speed
of light.
Completing the Nordost Heimdall 2
loom by adding in the loudspeaker cables
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provided a result much like you get from to my exhilaration. Ray’s raspy voice
polishing a car, once it has been washed came through with a lifelike presence.
and dried. The speaker cables seemed Again here, both my system and the walls
to just increase the perceived benefits of of my room fell away and I was left only
everything else down the chain, provid- perceiving the performance.
ing a sense of completeness. There was
With Miles Davis’ Sketches of Spain and
a sense of locked-in focus accompanied the track “Concierto De Aranjuez (Adawith added musical ease, flow and natu- gio)” I was smitten by the speed and the
ralness. The soundstage seemed to drop dynamic swings of the instruments within
its defining perimeter – as though any the orchestra. The castanets and percussmall remnant of noise limiting its dimen- sion had an incredibly in-room feel and at
sions had vanished into the ether. Dynam- times I found myself jerking in response
ics now were freer flowing – effortless, as to the quick movements. The sound of
it were, and the sound gained a fuller and the brass instruments was lucidly renricher composure, with added bass weight. dered, with their natural bite intact – clear,
Here with another added level of resolu- sharp but never edgy or harsh. Think of a
tion came an absence of etch or gnash. trumpet playing close quarters – there it
The overall benefits of the loudspeaker was, think of shakers and castanets close
cables seemed to be holistic, maintaining by – there they were. Intricacies of the
if not bettering every quality that its sister soundstage and venue were laid bare in a
most eloquent manner and I was drawn-in
cables had brought to the stage.
closer to re-living the live experience than
I’ve ever experienced in my room before.
Full Loom:
When listening to the album “4” by Fourplay and specifically the track “Swamp Conclusion:
Jazz”, I was enthralled by the amazing I think I’ve said enough but if my enthusitiming and instrument separation. The asm for the Heimdall 2 is not yet evident
various instruments were then I apologize for my own inadequacy
played with perfect rhythm in telling their story. Just take my word
and clarity, allowing easy for it, I’m awestruck! In all respects, from
attention to be given to each, transparency, tonality, low noise, detail,
in turn. The speed of the imagery, focus, coherency, timing and
Heimdall 2 loom was clear- musical engagement, I’ve experienced no
ly apparent on the drum and better to date. I can’t say the Heimdall 2
cymbal strikes, as well as is inexpensive (very few great things are)
with the quick piano keys but what I can say is that Nordost Heimand strings - crisp, clear, yet dall 2 is marvelous, deliciously so. Going
always maintaining their back to my original question – what does
finesse, with a smooth and the Old Norse story of Heimdall have to
naturally warm character. do with these cables, other than the name?
Bass depth was well extend- All I can guess is that Nordost intends to
ed and tight down into the bring us a little closer to heaven, if not the
lowest region. The Heim- gods with Heimdall 2, and I think they’ve
dall 2 had me convinced succeeded.
here of its masterful ability
to bring together complexity & nuance For sheer performance, the Nordost Heimwith vigor & musicality.
dall 2 cable line is awarded a CANADA
Moving to the title track of Ray La HiFi Magazine Editor’s Choice Award.
Montagne’s album, “God Willin’ & The
Creek Don’t Rise”, the opening guitar had
remarkable texture and body resonance.
The drums were produced with amazing
height and size, beckoning me to tilt my
head upward when giving attention to
their placement within the grand soundstage. These drums also had wonderful
dynamic punch and solid weight lending
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productreview
Encore ENC-5 Bookshelf Speakers

Malcolm J. Gomes
Over the past few decades, we have seen
some truly splendid consumer electronics
products come out of Japan. Sadly, except
for a few exceptions, this did not include
great high-end loudspeakers. This is why
most audiophiles who were partial to front
end electronics that are made in Japan,
usually turn to North America or Europe
for their loudspeaker requirements.
One of the reasons for this could be that
most Japanese products are mass-produced on assembly lines, which is very antithesis of the way superior loudspeakers
are made. It is a fact that most true highend loudspeakers are carefully and meticulously handcrafted one pair at a time
by skilled hands and like fine musical instruments, they are individually tuned and
voiced to optimize their performance.
Of late, I have found a few loudspeak-
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ers coming out of Japan, which have been
created the way the better transducers in
North America and Europe have been for
the past half-century. One of the more
prominent efforts has been from Sony,
who introduced the ES SS-M9ED and
then followed it up with the well reviewed
SS-AR1.

design | features
The Encore ENC-5, which is the subject
of this review, belongs to the same ilk as
the SS-AR1, in that it is meticulously designed, hand assembled and individually
tuned like a fine acoustic instrument. The
Encore is made by Combak Corporation
of Japan and it is their second foray into
the world of high-end loudspeakers. Their
first attempt was the ‘Bravo’, which, like
the Encore is also a bookshelf speakers
with ambitions of rivaling not just other
high-end bookshelf speakers but also

some floor standing models.
Wynn Wong of Wynn Audio dropped
by with the review pair of the Encore and
very graciously helped me unpack the
speakers and set them up. My first impressions of the Encore, out of the box,
were not exactly overwhelming. The Encore is a petite, well finished boxy cabinet
that measures 217mm x 300mm x 217mm
and weighs in at 12.32 kilos (around 16 kilos with the packaging). I could not fault
the packaging, which is very well thought
out and should survive even the most brutal handling during shipment.
The Encore looks to be a single driver
unit design until you go through the literature which reveals that it is actually a
coaxial design consisting of a 176mm fiberglass midrange at the center of which is
mounted a coaxial aluminum dome 24mm
tweeter. The design goal was to create a
one-point source drive that has a disper-
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sion pattern that is controlled to achieve
According to Combak Corporation, like that mold in that it adroitly balance things
the smoothest possible radiation pattern. the Bravo, the Encore was designed and like dynamic contrast with superb tonality
The fact that it is a completely sealed box developed in collaboration with Gradi- and reproduction of the tiny nuances and
would help in attaining this control.
ent of Finland as well as Seas of Norway. subtleties of music, with the smoothness
What sets the Encore apart from many Also like its predecessor, it incorporates and ease that minimizes listening fatigue.
other speakers is the fact that each pair of the Harmonix Resonance Technology deThe Encore has a bass roll-off of 12
speakers is individually fine-tuned by an veloped by Combak, which they claim, is dB per octave, which allows it to reproexpert, to squeeze out the best possible state-of-the-art in terms of controlling res- duce whatever bass it is capable of, in a
performance. In this regard it is more akin onance inside the speaker enclosure to op- more tuneful manner. However, like most
to a high-end acoustic instrumental rather timize the performance of the driver units. bookshelf speakers, the bottom octave is
than a loudspeaker. Combak Corporation
totally missing which makes the Encore a
performance
calls this process ‘Harmonix Resonance
good candidate to match up with one or
Tuning’ and they claim that it guarantees
Out of the box, the Encore sounded a bit two good subwoofers that are fast enough
that the Encore is capable of reproducing raw and rough indicating the need for a to keep up with it. I got them to partner
the natural tones of acoustic instruments thorough break in period. Therefore, I put with a pair of JL Audio f112 and that
like pianos, guitars and violins. I sus- 180 hours on it before the audition after worked out well. The f112’s provided the
pect that the relatively high price of this which it sounded like a different animal foundation that completed the sonic story
speaker has as much to do with this fine- altogether. I also found that the Encore that the Encore is capable of telling. The
tuning process as it does for the quality of is very sensitive to the cables used with it. high frequencies had just the right amount
the parts and material used in the speaker I tried a variety of cables and found that of sweetness to avoid sounding euphonic.
itself.
they sounded their best with Skogrand The midrange, while having good saturaThe enclosure of the Encore has cones Beethoven cables.
tion, was a shade below par when comprotruding from the sides of the cabinet
The first aspect of the Encore sonic re- pared to similarly priced speakers.
making it look like the speakers have ears. production is the smooth transition from
I began the review with Celine Dion’s
According to Combak, these cones serve the midrange to the tweeter, which is as “Nature Boy”. Having attended a couple
to unify the vibration pattern of the enclo- seamless as I have heard with any book- of Celine’s live concerts in Las Vegas, I
sure, thus avoiding any possibility of un- shelf speaker at this price point. What have a pretty good reference of what she
balanced sound due to undesirable cabinet also jumped out was the solidity and sounds like in person. The track through
resonances.
three-dimensionality of the soundstage. the Encore had a very well-defined presThe frequency response is 70Hz to 25 These little fellas throw a holographic ence and body. Celine’s voice has a fine
KHz (+/-2dB) and the sensitivity is 86dB. sound image of a size that belies their pe- structure and is always incredibly well
The crossover network feeds the midrange tite dimensions.
controlled which on a true high end audio
with frequencies below 2,800Hz with evThe other remarkable aspect of the En- system sounds quite majestic.
erything above that diverted to the tweeter. core’s performance is the way it renders
I followed that up by listening to Die
The impedance is rated at 8 ohms and is the human voice. Be it male or female, Tänzerin by Ulla Meinecke. This husky
designed not to wander much below 7 the emotions in the voice were quite evi- voiced diva puts a lot of emotion into evohms, which should make these speak- dent and the presence of the singer was ery song she sings. Through the Encore,
ers a very easy load for most amplifiers. above par. These was also a fair amount all the emotion came through with a good
The manufacturer recommended amplifier of intimacy when listening to gentle love deal of ease. This is also a great track to
power is from 20 to 150 watts. The grill is ballads especially by divas. The innocent, evaluate the rhythm, pace and timing of a
non removable and comprises of a metal child-like quality of Dolly Parton’s voice speaker and the Encore was up to the task
mesh that Combak Corporation claims is was rendered with the little girl qual- as was evident by the reflex action of my
free from any negative effects like muf- ity that is unmistakably Dolly. The nasal foot merrily tapping to the beat.
fling, diffraction or early reflections.
quality that I find even in some very high
Next on the list was the Supertramp
Aesthetically, the Encore would not stand priced speakers I have heard was thank- “Breakfast in America” album. This clasout all that much if displayed alongside fully mostly absent in the Encore. String sic recording has some incredible piano
the myriad of mass-produced bookshelf instruments were delivered with good segments. Through the Encore, every
speakers that sell for a few hundred dol- body and fullness while percussions were piano note was rendered with the right
lars at one of the big box stores. Given its fast and taut, just the way I like them.
weight and correct rounded tonality that
price of $9,000, at first blush, it would be
The problem with many bookshelf speak- makes this instrument such a joy to listen
hard to comprehend how it could justify ers is that it is difficult to design them in to. What is unusual is that this fullness
that price purely based on its appearance. a way that lets them excel in all the major is achieved without sacrificing any of the
I remember thinking to myself; this pair of area of sound reproduction. This means warmth that you hear when you listen to a
speakers would need to deliver truly ex- that with many bookshelf speakers you piano being played live.
traordinary sonic performance even to get have areas of evident strengths accomMy next track was the reviewer’s staple
on to the short list of deep-pocketed au- panied by other areas of obvious weak- – Mussorgsky’s Picture at an Exhibition by
diophiles considering bookshelf speakers. nesses. The Encore seems to have broken Samuel Goldenberg & Schmuyle. This is
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one track that most bookshelf speakers struggle with because
it is so good at revealing a speaker’s inability to deliver the
organ sound with a proper top to bottom continuality. The
Encore handled this well. With help from the two JL Audio
subwoofers, even the low organ notes came through effortlessly and at full strength.
I then switched to male vocals and Cat Stevens’ (now Yusuf
Islam) “Morning Has Broken”. Though the Encore, this track
allowed you to actually feel the freshness and crispness of the
birth of a brand new day, which, I am sure is exactly the feeling that Cat Stevens intended his audience to experience when
he belted out this song.
Another challenge for most bookshelf speakers is the accurate reproduction of the tutti section of a philharmonic orchestra. Her I challenged the Encore with Rimsky-Korsakov’s
“The Snow Maiden – Dance Of The Tumblers” performed by
the Minnesota Orchestra, conducted by Eiji Oue.
Here again the Encore surprised me by sounding a lot bigger
than its actual dimensions.
At the conclusion of the audition, I found the Encore to be a
very special breed of bookshelf speaker. They deliver most of
the advantages that bookshelf speakers have over floor standers, including the ability to sonically disappear while recreating a very stable soundstage. At $9,000, they are not what
most audiophiles would consider as cheap. At this price point
the competition is very fierce and there are many speakers
that will give the Encore a run for its money.
Yes, there are quite a few bookshelf speakers and floor standers that will, in certain aspects, outperform the Encore, but
you will be hard pressed to find a more complete bookshelf
speaker with so little to dislike, even at this lofty price point.
Once you get past the petite size and modest aesthetics of the
Encore and immerse yourself into the sonic performance that
it delivers, you will begin to see the value it offers even at
$9,000.
One thing I can say for certain; I have encountered few
bookshelf speakers with the ultra compact dimensions of the
Encore that will deliver this level of performance. What this
means is that if you have a listening room that does not have
enough space to accommodate floor standing speakers or
even larger models of bookshelf speakers, I recommend that
you audition and perhaps place the mighty little Encore on
your shortlist.

quickinfo
Combak Corporation
www.combak.net
Distributed in Canada by Wynn Audio
www.wynnaudio.com
647-833-6888
Encore ENC-5 Bookshelf Speakers
Price: $9,000 CAD
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productreview
Bryston Middle T Loudspeakers

Gaelen Andrews
If you aren’t already proud to know, Canada produces some of the finest audio components on the planet. Bryston is one such
Canadian company who sold their first
amp to a studio over 40 years ago, and
has since built their reputation by creating
excellent sounding gear with bulletproof
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reliability and a 20 year for both companies: Axiom gets to build
warranty. And yes, the more speakers, and Bryston is able to of20 year warranty ap- fer a speaker that’s in line with their sonic
plies to their speakers character and value proposition.
too.
design | features
Bryston made their
debut into the speaker
The flagship Model T’s technology has
world in 2013. As a trickled down into a full range of speakers
company that previ- – 15 in total. Only one step down from the
ously only made elec- top, the Middle T has taken a simpler aptronic
components, proach. Compared to the Model T’s many
their first speaker was drivers, the Middle T’s have a more tradiobviously met with a tional 3-range design. At the rear there are
bit of skepticism, and a two fluted ports, and bi-wire connecting
lot of curiosity. Bryston posts.
is well respected partly
All of the speakers in the Model T range
because of a guy named have a 1 ½” thick MDF front baffle for
James Tanner – a face maximum rigidity, and strategically
of Bryston and their VP. placed bracing for sonic neutrality. The
For fun, he decided to speaker cabinet is mostly comprised of
build himself a speaker ¾” thick MDF which helps in keeping the
a little while back. This price down. There is a finishing wrap of
speaker was to be used vinyl ($4,700), real wood ($5,300), Rosein his home to assess wood ($6,200), or custom finishes. From
Bryston’s
electronic un-boxing to finally resting on their opcomponents. It wasn’t tional extra-wide spiked feet called “outintended to be a new di- riggers” ($600), I was impressed with
rection for the company, their quality feel and finish.
but as James let people
In terms of aesthetics, I think the Middle
listen to them, they T is a good looking speaker, especially in
asked, “How much?”
the wood finishes – mine came in a NatuJames sought out the ral Cherry. The cabinet itself narrows as
help of Axiom Audio to you move backwards from the faceplate,
turn his acoustic vision diffusing the sound waves within the
into reality. As a fellow speaker. I am primarily interested in a
Canadian company, and speakers drivers, and I wouldn’t spend exbasically local to James, tra money on a fancy cabinet unless it was
he was able to access stunningly gorgeous. I think Bryston has
a wealth of knowledge hit the cabinet price versus performance
from Axiom’s speaker versus beauty ratio right on the head.
designers, and their
The Middle T’s came with modular
expansive testing facility including an magnetic speaker covers with opposing
anechoic chamber. The original cre- magnets underneath the finishing layer,
ation was not intended to be for sale, and so there’s no unsightly holes when not in
would have been too expensive if it had. use. The grills were never a consideration
So again, Bryston teamed up with Axiom for me because I think these speakers look
to produce a consumer line of speak- sexy naked.
ers. This is intended to be a completely
The Middle T sports a three-way detransparent relationship. I see it as a win sign, in a ported enclosure, which houses
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one 1” titanium dome tweeter, one 5.25”
polypropylene midrange and two 8” polypropylene woofers. It has a frequency response rated from 33 Hz - 22 kHz (+/- 3
dB), a nominal impedance of 4 Ohms, and
a sensitivity of 88 dB. It is crossed-over
at 160 Hz and 2.3 kHz. Bryston recommends pairing it with amplifiers rated at
10 watts to 250 watts RMS. The Middle
T has dimensions of 39.5” H x 10.5” W x
16.5” D, and tips the scale at 81 pounds/
each.

performance
I connected the Middle T’s to my Simaudio Moon i-5 integrated amplifier and
used my PC as the music source.
In typical Bryston fashion, the Middle
T’s play any kind of music well, and were
very revealing while remaining neutral.
The Middle T’s are relaxed and forgiving of recording flaws, which made them
fun and easy to listen to. The bass from
the Middle T’s was particularly hilarious I’m not ashamed to admit that some heavy
bass lines made me giggle.
One of the more surprising things the
Middle T’s were able to do is present both
a very forward, and very laid back soundstage, depending on the recording. On
Mumford and Sons “I gave you all”, Marcus Mumford starts out singing seemingly
very close to the front, then recedes back
into the band as the song builds.
The overall coherence of the Middle T’s
is impressive. The crossover points for the
speaker are at 160 Hz, and 2.3 kHz, and
the crossovers and drivers seamlessly integrate with each other giving a relaxed
tonal balance. The best part is that they
did it at all volumes. Partial credit has to
be given to the control of my Simaudio
Moon i-5 integrated amplifier, but nonetheless these speakers possess the delicacy
to quietly express opera, and could easily
host a dance party.
I was surprised at the size of the soundstage the Middle T’s cast. Closing my eyes,
locating the band just using my ears gave a
sense of the original recording space, and
sometimes gave the illusion my room was
larger than it actually is, which is always
a neat and slightly bizarre experience. On
good recordings, the soundstage extended
noticeably beyond my front walls in depth
and width, and a couple feet above the
top of the speakers. On a few very good
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recordings, I felt immersed in the sound- pable as she sings with some light vibrato
stage. I have only heard much more ex- and soft changes in breath. Look out for
pensive speakers do this.
an evaluation of the exaSound e22 for the
Happily, my review pair of Middle T’s next edition of CANADA HiFi.
came with the new version of the tweeter.
It is unwise to judge a speaker by its
I found the highs to be very clean with- cover, but one look and you can tell that
out being harsh. The tweeters are still a 1” the Middle T’s bass drivers like to party.
titanium design, but compared to the old
For sake of full disclosure, I am a bit
tweeter, there is a new housing, and new of a bass-head. That being said, I am only
slightly horn shaped aluminum faceplate, excited by accurate bass. To put it simply
which makes the sweet-spot larger. I can - these bass drivers are the most articulate
attest to the sweet spot being large. The I’ve ever heard. It has been revelatory to
new tweeter is available as an upgrade if explore my reference bass songs and hear
you currently own any Bryston speaker.
notes with precisely the weight and speed
The highs were a highlight of the Middle they were meant to have.
T’s. I’m a big fan of City and Colour, and
The speed at which bass from the Middle
on the track “Fragile Bird” I find the sym- T’s can bloom and then disappear is asbols to be a bit glaring, yet I was impressed tonishing. This is partly due to the woofat how relaxed those symbols sounded ers being relatively small, as far as bass
through the Middle T’s. I’d honestly ex- drivers go. In designing a speaker, speed
pected more coldness from Bryston’s is usually balanced with ability to produce
tweeters, but I find them to be more on the the lowest frequencies, yet somehow these
relaxed end of the spectrum. I could wish 8” drivers hit the lowest octave like they
for more sparkle at lower volumes, but I have no sympathy for it. They made me
wouldn’t trade it for their overall softness laugh and shake my head in amazement.
and sweetness.
James Blake’s cover of Feist’s “Limit To
The midrange driver of the Middle T is Your Love” is a great example of both the
a 5-1/4” speaker that sits in an isolated speed and depth of these drivers.
enclosure within the cabinet. Although
I think Bryston has developed a speaker
this small driver looks unassuming next that aligns with their brand of reliable
to the beefy bass drivers, its job is very and transparent audio gear that is long on
important as our ears are so attuned to the sound quality and comparatively short on
midrange that is has to be correct, and I price. I believe that most fans of Bryston
think the Middle T’s midrange is just that. electronics will enjoy their speakers, and
Vocals sounded just as I know they should, I suspect their speakers will also attract
and I detected no coloration on any of the many new customers.
artist’s voices that I’ve come to know.
While doing critical listening, I often
To be critical, I have heard more expres- got distracted and too lost into the musive vocals, and feel that this is the only sic, which is an important characteristic I
area that the Middle T’s could improve look for in audio components. But when I
on, but they are relaxed in character and could remain focused on the Middle T’s,
I don’t expect more at this price for a full they impressed me with every song I sent
range speaker. I learned that the Middle their way.
T’s are forgiving of lesser equipment, but
certainly reveal better equipment.
quickinfo
While conducting this review, the Canadian-made exaSound e22 DAC (DSD
Bryston Ltd.
capable) arrived at my place. This gave
www.bryston.com
me a chance to send much higher quality
1-800-632-8217
audio from my computer to the Simaudio
1-705-742-5325
integrated amplifier, and showed that using a quality source will help the Middle
Bryston Middle T Loudspeakers
T’s really shine. The e22 has so much fiPrice: $5,300/pair CAD; Black Ash,
nesse, it especially helped to open up the
Natural Cherry, Boston Cherry Wood
midrange, giving vocals a lot more texVeneer, $6,200/pair Rosewood Veneer;
ture. On Nina Simone’s “He Needs Me”,
$4,700/pair in Vinyl
the low level details were much more pal-
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Adsum Audio - The Detonator Speaker
Jeremy Phan
Adsum Audio is a relative
newcomer to the speaker
market, having released
their inaugural speakers,
the Detonators, in April
of 2013. Founded in 2009
by James Osualdini and
winner of the 2011 Hatch
Business Plan Competition at the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology,
the Canadian company
based out of Edmonton, is
aiming their products at
consumers that are making the transition from the
lo-fi market (read: MP3s
and overly processed
portable audio) to the hifi
space and are looking for
quality speakers at a reasonable price. As such, a
pair of Detonators has a
budget-friendly MSRP of $849 CAD,
with free Canadian shipping, direct from
Adsum Audio’s website.

plosive device and hence the name - the
Detonator. The bottom cabinet comes in
a choice of glossy white or piano lacquer black. The tweeter can be finished
similarly to the woofer cabinet or for an
design | features
extra hit of colour, in additional choices
The compact speakers, resemble a pair such dark plywood, red, metallic copper,
of dice with their cubed shape and trian- or lime green. A special edition with the
gular tapered corners, except that on top tweeters finished in carbon fiber is also
of the cube houses a tweeter, connected available for $1,100 CAD/pair. Each
by a small circular column. Measur- speaker weighs just 3.5 kg and comes
ing 183 x 183 x 265 mm (L x W x H), with a 5-year warranty.
With the intention of getting “everyone
the main cabinet features a 100mm / 4”
woofer made with a combination magne- into audio,” the Detonators are adversium / aluminum cone while the tweeter tised as being “flat” and not taking away
above it is a 19mm / 0.75” dual-ring ra- or adding to the audio. Fortunately, with
diator. Frequency response is 65 Hz - 40 the increased availability of hi-resolution
KHz (± 3dB), with a sensitivity of 85 dB lossless audio as well as the resurging
(2.83V/m), and nominal impedance of popularity of vinyl, it looks like Adsum
8  (minimum 2.9 ). Recommended Audio will have a burgeoning new audipower to drive the pair is 20 - 120 W. On ence for their products and one can only
the left and right sides each, are 100mm hope that upon hearing music accurately
/ 4” passive paper cone radiators, which reproduced, the new listener can apprecieliminate the need for a port tube for the ate the purpose of accuracy over thumpwoofer. From the sides, the speaker looks ing bass.
Setting up the speakers, they melded in
like the plunger-based trigger for an ex-
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nicely on top of my dark wooden cabinet,
with the plywood tweeters and slightly
iridescent, exposed gold woofer cone
adding a subtle accent. Their compact
dimensions and attractive styling should
allow them to blend easily into just about
any space. Thanks to their unique cabinet design, they are sure to become a
great conversation piece with family and
friends. After putting them through a 24hour burn-in period (made up of a weeklong period of 4-hour sessions), as recommended by the small instruction booklet
that came with the speakers, the speakers
were ready to be put through their paces.

performance
During the review, I used an Adcom
GFP-555 preamplifier, along with a Classé CA-201 amplifier. I started by playing
tunes from my computer through an Audioquest DragonFly v1.2 DAC as well as
a a Classé CDP-502 CD player.
Queuing up Jack Johnson’s “From Here
to Now to You” (2013), the first test
would be Jack’s voice and acoustic guitar
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playing. Most of the album has only a few line comes in - things start to get a little by sounding wider. Next up, “Roundtable
instruments and a single vocal lead, mak- muddy. While the softer instruments are Rival” reaches the bottom limit of the Deting it a good album to start off with so that audible and their notes are recognizable, onators as the stomping gets washed out
each individual element can be honed in their location on the stage gets somewhat and starts to sound raspy. To be fair, given
on. Listening to “Washing Dishes,” the lost. The clarity of Jack’s voice carries the compact dimensions of these speakers
Detonators were able to distinctly show- through and while slightly dry doesn’t and their 4” drivers, no one should expect
case the single melody notes of the lead verge on harsh - and that’s a good thing.
them to play very far into the bottom freguitar next to the accompanying chords
Continuing on with an album with a quencies. To achieve a fuller range sound,
of the second guitar. The spacing of the faster pace, I loaded up Lindsay Stirling’s you should definitely pair the Detonators
melody wasn’t as forward as with larger “Shatter Me.” While this album is mostly with a subwoofer and Adsum will have
speakers capable of a deeper soundstage based around a string instrument (mainly this covered soon with its upcoming C4
but the fact that the spacing wasn’t lost violin), it is accompanied with other or- and Ivan subwoofers. Stay tuned for a rewas a good start. The hollow tapping of chestral instruments and electronica. In view of the Detonators along with one of
Jack’s hand against his guitar’s body was “Beyond the Veil,” Lindsay’s violin takes the subwoofers in a future issue of CANalso pleasantly subtle. Moving onto “As centre stage and the vibrato is nuanced and ADA HiFi.
I Was Saying,” the addition of the soft reverberates fluidly, if somewhat grainy.
Lastly, I queued up Metric’s “Fantasies,”
piano fills in the background at the rear of As her bow skips from string to string, the album I also used when reviewing the
the stage but its soft melody was often ab- the friction on her bow is clearly present. Paradigm H15NC headphones. Spinning
sorbed by the guitar chords, starting from Between the quick flourishes, the long up “Gold Guns Girls,” I heard similar
the piano but not having the strength to be notes hang in the air before quietly fading imaging as with “Shatter Me”. The variable to make it all the way to the listener. off. Onto the title track “Shatter Me,” the ous instruments are distinct due to their
The Detonators fare well when the instru- striking of the tone bars on the xylophone similar volume and the soundstage is a
ments are within a similar range in volume ring out with excellent purity and are soon little shallow. The addition of percussion
with each other. However, as the volume joined by Lizzy Hale’s vocals. In this instruments such as snares, cymbals, and
range increases - for example when one track, the percussion in the background tambourine compete with and ultimately
soft background instrument is playing and makes the soundstage shallower than with eat up some of the smokiness of Emily’s
a louder melody line or secondary chord previous tracks, but almost makes up for it voice. In contrast, with “Gimme Sympa-
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thy,” Emily’s voice has more separation
from the band as if they’re now standing
further to the sides, giving her vocals more
room to stand out. Listening to the various instruments, including the theremin
and maracas, the former sounds slightly
metallic while the latter’s unique rain-like
sound is preserved above the stronger instruments such as the electric guitar. This
is shown again with “Collect Call” which
starts off with fewer instruments, allowing
Emily’s voice to better shine and restoring
the lushness back. As the instruments carrying the melody are much lighter, only
playing the melody softly, separation is
again restored and widened.
As a final test, I connected the Detonators in place of the front left and right
speakers in my Paradigm MilleniaOne 5.1
channel setup (reviewed in a past issue of
CANADA HiFi, earning Editor’s Choice
as a surround sound setup) powered by
a Pioneer VSK-1326-K receiver to see
how they would make out. Jumping to
some battle scenes in the Pacific Rim on
Blu-ray, the clash of metal on metal was
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sharp without being harsh and being able
to offload the lower frequencies to a dedicated subwoofer helped to alleviate the
strain from the Detonators, allowing them
to focus on the wind, waves, and grinding
mechanics of the giant robots. Here again,
the stage is sufficiently wide but not adequately deep enough to represent how vast
the ocean is in the scene.
Overall, the Detonators provide a clear
and often nuanced sound, capable of
showing off the rich details present in
many instruments. If you prefer to listen
to sound the way it was recorded, rather
than a version that’s altered by the speaker
(something that’s common with too many
smaller speakers in the market), then
you’ll appreciate the Detonators. These
are speakers that excel with solo artists
accompanied by a small band or movies
with lots of detail carried by a handful of
actors and props. The more that gets added
in either musical performances or special
effects, the quicker things start to sound
congested and flat. When bass duties were
offloaded to a subwoofer, the Detonators

were able to redirect their energy into the
midrange, offering a more effortless performance. My listening tests showed that
the Detonators are able to provide a wide
but frequently shallow soundstage.
I came away impressed by the tonality
of these compact speakers. Given material
that isn’t too crowded or busy, the Detonators are smooth, sweet, and not too bright.
For a pair of speakers under $1,000 CAD,
they performed admirably and should
help many transition into the world of hifi
audio without breaking the bank.

quickinfo
Adsum Audio
www.adsumaudio.com
1 (877) 96 ADSUM
Adsum Audio The Detonator Speaker
Price: $849 - $1,100 / pair
(depending on finish)
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Cyrus Streamline2 Streaming Music Player
Phil Gold
Three components are seeing major
growth in the audio market: headphones,
DACs and streaming music players. Today we’ll take a look at a streamer from
Cyrus Audio, a well established company
operating out of the Ermine Business
Park in Huntingdon, England, home also
to Meridian Audio and not far from Cambridge University.

design | features
The Streamline2 is an update to the original Streamline model first introduced in
2011 and offers a network streaming platform for the modest price of $1999. Just
connect to a network, add speakers or
headphones and install the free Cadence
app on your iPhone, iPad or Android device and you’re in business.
Cyrus strongly recommends connecting the streamer through a wired Ethernet
connection, which is how I used it for my
testing, but you can connect wirelessly
too and that worked well for me, two
rooms away from my wireless router.
While in wireless operation, the sound
quality seemed unimpaired but stability
was a bit of an issue – the network connection was lost several times.
Cyrus does offer a powerful remote control unit, the n-remote, complete with a
colour LCD display, but most people will
use it as I did, through the Cadence app.
I found the Cadence app a little old fashioned in its presentation, but quite functional. However when things go wrong,
like when a wireless connection is lost, it
sometimes takes a lot of fiddling to reestablish the connection. Also the app has
a tendency to revert to the main iPhone
screen for reasons I cannot fathom. But
it’s just an app, and I’m sure it will get
more stable and functional over time.
The Streamline2 can play the music
I’ve downloaded to my iPhone, but only
by connecting the two together through a
USB cable and selecting the iPhone input,
not wirelessly.
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Your primary input choices are Network,
Radio and AUX but each of these leads to
multiple source options. Network could
see all the music on my two PCs and on a
NAIM UnitiServe music server attached
to my network. Radio opens up the world
of Internet Radio with its tens of thousands of stations accessed using familiar
categories, regions and favourites. AUX
offers USB or any of five digital inputs (2
optical, 3 SPDIF). The setup menu allows
you to adjust the balance.
How to get the sound out? The unit is setup for banana terminated speaker cables
and I used YBA Diamond cables to connect to a pair of Totem “The One” bookshelf speakers, mounted on target stands.
There is a 3.5mm headphone socket on
the rear of the unit – a rather unusual positioning. Cyrus tells me that they prefer
the rear position because it’s neater for a
consumer to buy a longer extension lead
and run it to the listening position since
not many owners site the player next to
the listening position. The USB A socket
is also on the rear because it will often be

used for charging an iPhone via a dock
that can be permanently fixed. I would
have preferred both on the front panel as
on the competing NAIM UnitiQute but I
can appreciate the argument. When you
plug in your phones, the speakers automatically mute, as you would expect,
but Cyrus goes one step further. You can
leave phones and speakers connected at
all times and toggle between them using
a front panel switch. Nice touch! I tried a
couple of tough to drive phones, the AKG
K701 and the Sennheiser HD800. I was
quite happy with the results. The unit has
enough power to drive them both to good
levels while maintaining calm control and
a good level of detail.
The back panel offers quite a few connection options. You get two sets of line
level RCA outputs, one fixed, one variable, for feeding external power amps or
preamps. You also get an Ethernet port,
MC Bus for integrating your unit into a
full Cyrus system, a digital out for connection to an external DAC or digital amp
and an RS232 port reserved for future
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sidebar - What can the Cadence app do?
•

•

•
•
•

•

Cadence allows you to wirelessly
browse and select music through
your Cyrus unit
Control most of the playback functions of your Cyrus streaming unit
with a flick or tap of a finger on
your phone or tablet
Browse, control and listen to your
digital music collection
Adjust volume
View more information about the
track you’re listening to and show
the album art
Create a favourites list of up to 250

possibilities. But if you use the Streamline2 to drive a pair of speakers you’ve got
a full 30 wpc into 8 ohms, with a distortion of .01%, enough to drive speakers of
moderate or high efficiency.
To make the unit easier to navigate, you
can assign names to each of the digital inputs – for example input 1 could be CD.
The digital inputs can cope with a variety
of PCM formats up to 192/24, including
Apple Lossless, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, AAC
and MP3, but not a DSD bitstream.
As you might hope for with a digital device like this, the firmware is upgradable
on the Streamline2 and Cyrus makes a
point of offering upgrades to current users
across their line, so I am optimistic that
this machine will gain new functionality over the next few years. Updating the
firmware is a job for the dealer, although I
had the opportunity to do so myself. This
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•
•
•
•

•

songs
Explore and select from thousands
of radio stations on TuneIn Radio
Save songs and radio stations as
favourites
Individually control different Cyrus
units running on the same network
Browse and select inputs, including controlling the CD section of
a Cyrus Lyric 05 or Lyric 09 all in
one players
Cadence can control a variety of
Cyrus products

involved opening the box so I was able to
see the careful construction and neat cabling the user doesn’t normally see.
The packaging is consistent with other
Cyrus models, featuring the familiar half
width precision lightweight alloy casting
(brushed black or quartz silver finish),
hand crafted. Front panel controls include direct input choices (Music, Radio
and AUX), a large volume control which
also acts as the selector when pressed, as
well as Mute, Phones and Power switches. There is also a Menu button and back
/ forward buttons. These are easy to use
and the menu system is nicely laid out
and simple to master. In the centre there’s
an LCD status screen, not as detailed as I
would like to see but functional.

performance

sound quality. I found this to be an interesting system to listen to. On the one hand
the amplifier has balls – it had no problem
driving the demanding Totems. Bass was
clean and powerful, and the treble was detailed and extended, with vanishingly low
distortion. The image was not particularly
wide or deep, but it was stable. There was
a rather bright balance to the sound, especially when compared to the warmer tone
of the UnitiQute which always sounds a
little more relaxed. This was more noticeable as the volume level goes up. I
found the sound extremely sensitive to the
quality of the original recording. Good
recordings will always sound better than
mediocre ones, but here the difference
was exaggerated. I think that’s down to
the tonal balance being tilted up. Feed
the beast with good quality signals at CD
or higher res and all is well. Outstanding
results from Keb’ Mo’s Every Morning,
Leon Fleisher’s Emperor Concerto, and
Cannonball Adderley’s Somethin’ Else.
But offer it heavily compressed MP3 data,
or one of the lower bitrate Internet radio
stations, or a shallow or bass shy recording and the Streamline2 will reveal all its
faults. At its best the sound is punchy, articulate and strong both in the bass and the
treble. At its weakest the sound can take
on a flat or hollow tone, and the aggressive treble can prove tiresome on some
percussion rich recordings. So you’d better feed it good stuff.
Overall, I think this is quite an excellent
achievement at its price point, and you can
upgrade it with an external power supply
or matching power amp from Cyrus if you
begin to get the urge for higher fi. Check
it out.

quickinfo
Cyrus Audio
www.cyrusaudio.com
Distributed by Kevro International
www.kevro.com
(800) 667-6065
(905) 428-2800
Cyrus Streamline2
Streaming Music Player
Price: $1,999 CAD

So we are down to the small question of
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all-in-one smart HD Music Server/Network Streamer /CD Storage

Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689
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